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User Interface Additional Scanning 
Menu options 

Options for viewing scan data in the user interface have 
been expanded to include changing the pointcloud 
orientation, adjusting pointcloud colorization, as well as 
changing the depth of view and scale of the scans. 

Photo color 
adjustment scale 

A sliding color scale can now be utilized when taking a cover 
photo or adding a photo to a scan to adjust color settings. 

Scanning status bar The scanning status bar (including User Messages, Elapsed 
Time, Confidence Meter, and Total Points Collected) has 
been moved to the top of the screen. 

Multi-touch zoom Pinching will now zoom the scanning view on the Contour 
user interface. 

Confidence Meter Confidence Meter is now displayed as a visual indication of 
confidence (a color scale from red to green), instead of a 
numerical output. 

Accuracy Improvements The overall accuracy of Contour has improved significantly, 
yielding 2-5cm variance across an entire interior scan when 
coupled with other scan-matching improvements.  

Scan files and 
Previews 

Smaller scan 
formats 

Pointcloud files are now saved as binary files with much 
smaller sizes. Raw data files are now much smaller and 
record all the time, enabling replay of raw data to 
investigate any issues encountered while scanning 

Pointcloud Preview The Scan Detail screen shows a preview of the pointcloud 
generated and replay of the path walked to help identify the 
scan. 

Improved 
post- 
processing 

High density Improved post-processing cleans and colorizes pointclouds 
up to full collected density at faster speeds. This allows 
faster post-processing through more efficient and optimized 
algorithms. 

Job queue You can now queue multiple jobs to run unattended. Set 
them up, hit run, and sleep peacefully. 

Software High Definition 
scanning mode  

High Definition mode provides greater pointcloud detail and 
uses a more selective uncertainty rejection model. When 
scanning thoughtfully, the use of this mode produces 
significantly better pointcloud and post-processing results. 

Point Density view Point Density view provides a real-time color preview map 
using point density to visualize where more scanning is 
needed. Point Density view supports better scanning for 
much improved modeling. See points collected locally while 
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scanning. This feature uses a color range to represent low to 
high density. 

Color by intensity Color by intensity visualization blends and mixes colors 
resulting in an improved color pointcloud and better visual 
definition. In turn, this reveals more detail for scan-to-BIM 
or scan-to-information processes. This feature uses intensity 
information for colorization (every point in the pointcloud 
gets a color from a picture or from intensity).  

Improved 
colorization 

The color imaging camera has improved exposure, gain, and 
white balance control. Software now blends and filters 
images faster and better in the direct colorization of 
pointclouds. 

Binary .ply files Binary .ply files accelerate the data pipeline flow. They are 
smaller and much faster to transfer and process. 

Firmware Upgrade For existing Contour users, a key improvement is related to 
the operation of the lidar encoder, which gives precise 
rotation of the lidar. Improved firmware results in smaller 
scan data and reduced errors in pointclouds. This is a 
firmware update requiring a factory reprogramming to 
implement. Scan quality is significantly improved, with no 
other changes to the system. Additionally, this update 
allows future firmware upgrades to be implemented over 
Wi-Fi without requiring units to be returned to the factory. 

 


